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NOTEWORTHY—

* UNIQUE THUMB COVER WITH LOCK BAND TO DETER CHILD FROM THUMBSUCKING

1. PRODUCT NAME: T-GUARD
2. COMPANY NAME, ADDRESS, & TELEPHONES:
   MED et al DEVELOPMENT
   4400 Morris Park Drive, Suite M
   Charlotte, NC 28227 U.S.A.
   Telephone: (800) 863-0717
   Fax: (704) 573-0424
   3. COST: $59 per Kit. (2 Thumb covers, 50 bands, instructional video, & safety scissors for removal)
4. EVALUATION SUMMARY:
   Safe, kind, low cost way to help children overcome thumbsucking. CRA evaluation shows high success (90%) so far with test group. Advantages: (A) Difficult for child to remove once placed, which is necessary feature, (B) Adaptable to almost all childrens' hands, (C) Multicolored bands add "fun" to procedure. Main disadvantages are cooperation of child & parents needed for successful habit change & device can abrade skin on thumb. Rated excellent or good & purchase recommended by 83% of Evaluators.
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Products published in the CRA Newsletter have been selected on the basis of merit from hundreds of products under evaluation. CRA conducts research at 3 levels: (1) Multiple-user field evaluations, (2) Controlled long-term clinical research, & (3) Basic science laboratory research. Over 390 clinical field evaluators are located throughout the world & 48 full-time employees work at the institute. All professional staff volunteer their time. Neither the Director nor the Evaluators receives a salary. A product must meet at least one of the following standards to be reported in this publication: (1) Innovative & new on the market; (2) Less expensive, but meets the use standards; (3) Unrecognized, valuable classic; & (4) Superior to others in its broad classification. Your results may differ from CRA Evaluators or other researchers on any product because of differences in preferences, techniques, batches of products, & environments. CRA is a non-profit corporation using a unique volunteer structure to produce objective, factual data. All proceeds are used to support the work of CRA & the CRA Foundation, a tax exempt foundation. This Newsletter or portions thereof may not be duplicated without permission of CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. Annual English subscription $49 in U.S. & $54 (U.S. Funds) in other languages &/or countries, or $5 per issue.

"CLINICAL SUCCESS IS THE FINAL TEST."